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A study of dialogic expansion and contraction in spoken discourse using corpus and experimental techniques

Nele Põldvere, Matteo Fuoli and Carita Paradis

Abstract

This study examines the dialogic functions of expansion and contraction of first-person epistemic and evidential Complement-Taking Predicate (CTP) constructions, such as I think complement, I suppose complement and I know complement, in spoken discourse. It combines corpus and experimental methods (i) to investigate whether CTP constructions are used to open up the dialogic space for new ideas or counterarguments, or to fend off alternative views, and (ii) to identify what contextual factors play a role in determining the dialogic force of the constructions. First, an exploratory analysis of CTP constructions in the London–Lund Corpus (LLC) of spoken British English is carried out with the aim to identify important contextual factors and generate hypotheses about their dialogic effects. Then, a laboratory experiment is conducted to test the impact of the three most prominent factors for speakers’ interpretations of utterances containing CTPs. The results indicate that CTP constructions do not only serve to expand the dialogic context in which they occur, but also to restrict alternative views. Interlocutor status, the co-occurrence of other stance markers and prosodic marking of first-person CTP are shown to have a significant effect on the dialogic function of the expressions. These findings call into question some claims in Appraisal theory about the role of CTP constructions in discourse, and highlight the need for a flexible approach to the analysis of these poly-functional stance expressions.
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1. Introduction

Human communication is a constantly developing process of social action in that it is dynamic, adaptive and inter-subjective in nature. The words and phrases that constitute communicative acts obtain their meanings and functions in the linguistic and situational contexts in which they are used (Dancygier and Sweetser, 2015; Halliday, 1994; Paradis, 2015; and Thompson and Alba-Juez, 2014). One important thing that language users do with language when they are involved in communication with others is to express and consider other people’s opinions and take a stance (Englebretson, 2007). This function of language is what we are concerned with in this study. Combining data from spontaneous face-to-face conversations in the London–Lund Corpus (LLC) of spoken British English (Greenbaum and Svartvik, 1990) and experimental techniques, we analyse the dynamic use of a family of stance-marking constructions, namely first-person epistemic and evidential Complement-Taking Predicate (CTP) constructions such as *I think COMPLEMENT*, *I wasn’t certain COMPLEMENT*, *I know COMPLEMENT*, *I doubt COMPLEMENT* and *I believe COMPLEMENT*.

In this study, we make use of the functional category of ENGAGEMENT in APPRAISAL theory as an analytical tool (Martin and White, 2005; and White, 2003, 2012). More precisely, we examine whether CTP constructions are used to open up the dialogic space for new ideas or counterarguments by the interlocutors (EXPANSION) or whether they are used to fend off alternative views (CONTRACTION). How these two contrasting strategies may be used is shown in Examples 1 and 2 from Martin and White (2005: 107, 154–5). Emphasis has been added to the CTP constructions to facilitate the task of the reader.

1) The sad aspect of all this is that by giving support to this invasion Blair will be destroying the UN and *I believe* will have betrayed the British people.

2) *I know* Inspector Morse was supposed to be the pinnacle of the late John Thaw’s career, but to my mind he never did anything better than Detective Inspector Jack Regan in *The Sweeney*.

According to Martin and White (2005) and White (2003, 2012), stance expressions such as *I believe* and *I think* are used in discourse to indicate that speakers and writers take into account the possible existence of alternative viewpoints in addition to the ones they themselves are advancing. In their framework, *I believe* in Example 1 belongs to the category of EXPANSION because it is used to signal that the speaker’s opinion is one out of many possible viewpoints. In contrast, *I know* in Example 2 is used to express CONTRACTION, signalling that further comments are not invited.

It is well known that natural language use is not straightforward and clear-cut. Consider Example 3 from LLC.
In Example 3, B is expressing an opinion and taking a stance. *I think* is prosodically unaccented, serving as a starting point for the opinion expressed in the complement clause, which contains an evidential marker with a falling accent (*obviously*) signalling a high degree of commitment (Cruttenden, 1997; Kärkkäinen, 2003; and Paradis, 1997, 2003). In light of these contextual cues, our interpretation of the dialogic function of the *I think* complement in Example 3 is one of CONTRACTION, which is the opposite of Martin and White’s (2005) classification of *I think* as an element of EXPANSION.

Our basic assumption is that the interpersonal functions and force of the CTP constructions in discourse rely both on the meanings contributed by the predicates themselves and on contextual factors in the linguistic, textual and situational contexts in which they are used. We question the APPRAISAL approach to the analysis of ENGAGEMENT expressions because of its conception of meaning in language as fixed and its lack of explanatory tools for poly-functionality and meaning shifts. We argue that the discursive meanings and functions of lexical items have to be described and explained with reference to principles of meaning-making and variation in discourse (Cruse, 2002; Geeraerts et al., 1994; Glynn and Robinson, 2014; Gries and Stefanowitsch, 2004; Hilpert, 2014; and Paradis, 2003). It is true that Martin and White (2005: 103–4) recognise that the function of ENGAGEMENT expressions ‘may vary systematically under the influence of different co-textual conditions, and across registers, genres and discourse domains’. However, these conditions are not discussed in detail by the authors, nor have they been systematically investigated in the literature. The questions we raise concern when the CTP constructions are used to expand or contract the dialogic space in discourse, and how the functional differences can be explained. We address these questions using a combination of corpus and experimental methods. First, we carry out an exploratory analysis of CTP constructions in the LLC by means of manual semantic annotation. The corpus findings are used to generate hypotheses that we then test in a controlled experimental laboratory setting to determine the contributions of prosodic, collocational and social factors for functional variation.

This investigation increases our understanding of the dynamics and the complexities of stancetaking and dialogic ENGAGEMENT in spoken discourse. From a more practical point of view, it contributes to the refinement of APPRAISAL as an annotation tool in that the classification criteria are translated into concrete guidelines, facilitating more transparent, reliable and replicable analyses (Fuoli, forthcoming; and Fuoli and Hommerberg, 2015). To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to use experimental methods to test hypotheses generated from the APPRAISAL
framework. In this way, the study provides a basis for a more comprehensive and robust empirical validation of the model.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 gives a more detailed overview of Martin and White’s APPRAISAL theory and the system of ENGAGEMENT, and identifies some challenges in applying it to CTP constructions. In Section 3 we present the corpus analysis and the results and discussion of that part of the study, and Section 4 deals with the experiment and the analysis of the experimental data. This is followed by a general discussion of the findings in Section 5 and a conclusion of the study in Section 6.

2. Background

This section presents the theoretical background for the study. In Section 2.1, the APPRAISAL category of ENGAGEMENT is described in more detail. Section 2.2 presents some of the challenges in classifying CTP constructions based on the criteria stated in the framework.

2.1 The classification of ENGAGEMENT in APPRAISAL

Martin and White’s APPRAISAL theory is a development of the Systemic Functional Linguistics paradigm, according to which there are three main functions of language: the ideational, interpersonal and textual functions (Halliday, 1994). APPRAISAL is an extension of the interpersonal dimension, and has been widely adopted to analyse evaluation in (mainly) written texts (e.g., Bednarek, 2008; Carretero and Taboada, 2014; Don, 2007; Fuoli, 2012; Fuoli and Hommerberg, 2015; Fuoli and Paradis, 2014; Hommerberg and Don, 2015; Hood, 2006; Hood and Martin, 2007; Kaltenbacher, 2006; Lipovsly, 2008, 2011, 2013; Mackay and Parkinson, 2009; O’Donnell, 2014; Pounds, 2010, 2011; Ryshina-Pankova, 2014; Santamaria-Garcia, 2014; Taboada and Carretero, 2012; Taboada et al., 2014; and White, 1998). The category of APPRAISAL with which this study is concerned is ENGAGEMENT and its division of evaluative expressions into markers of dialogic EXPANSION and CONTRACTION on the basis of their inter-subjective functionality.

ENGAGEMENT is a category that relates to dialogue management. A fundamental idea in dialogicity is that all verbal communication, whether written or spoken, is a response to what has been said before and an anticipation of what will come after (Bakhtin, 1981; Linell, 2009; Marková et al., 2007; and Voloshinov, 1986 [1973]). The ENGAGEMENT model is ‘interested in whether [speakers and writers] present themselves as standing with, as standing against, as undecided, or as neutral with respect to […] other speakers and their value positions’ (Martin and White, 2005: 93). At the same time, it is concerned with the anticipatory nature of communication. Accordingly, the model provides an overview of linguistic resources that
speakers and writers use to present their value positions as something to be taken for granted, as ‘novel, problematic or contentious’ or as something that should be ‘questioned, resisted or rejected’ (Martin and White, 2005: 93).

The inter-subjective resources of ENGAGEMENT are divided into two broad categories, which in turn contain different sub-categories at increasing levels of delicacy. First, dialogic EXPANSION is realised by linguistic expressions where ‘alternative positions are construed as possible or even likely and as to greater or lesser degrees authorized’ (White, 2003: 268). The majority of first-person epistemic and evidential CTPs, and especially those expressing lack of commitment, are considered to have an expansive function in discourse (see Example 1). Other members of this category are modal auxiliaries such as may, might, can and could; modal adverbs such as perhaps, maybe and probably; and evidentials such as it seems, apparently and reportedly. Martin and White (2005: 105) extend the traditional account in linguistics according to which these expressions primarily indicate a lack of commitment to the truth of the proposition, or speakers’ and writers’ assessment of its degree of reliability (Chafe, 1986; Lyons, 1977; Nuyts, 2001; and Palmer, 1986). They argue that the ‘dialogistic perspective shifts our focus so that such a concern with “epistemic status” and “reliability of knowledge” is seen to be not always and not necessarily the primary, determining communicative motive’ (Martin and White, 2005: 105).

Second, the category of ENGAGEMENT that makes reference to expressions with an opposite function is referred to as dialogic CONTRACTION. The category contains wordings that acknowledge the existence of possible alternative viewpoints, but at the same time act to close down, or ‘contract’, the dialogic space for these (White, 2003: 268). One of the few first-person CTPs that is represented in this category is I know (see Example 2).

While the distinction between dialogic EXPANSION and CONTRACTION is theoretically important and conceptually clear, analysing and classifying CTP constructions and other expressions of ENGAGEMENT in naturally occurring discourse is, however, not always straightforward. In certain contexts, expressions that are generally considered to perform a dialogically expansive function appear to be used to inhibit or preclude dialogue instead, and vice versa. In the next section, we discuss some of the main challenges in the classification of first-person epistemic and evidential CTP constructions as either dialogically expansive or contractive, following the definitions reported here.

2.2 Some challenges in analysing and classifying CTP constructions in APPRAISAL

The classification of ENGAGEMENT expressions into dialogically expansive and contractive is not uncontroversial (see Fuoli, forthcoming). The complexities involved in the analysis of these expressions are primarily due to
the highly context-dependent nature of evaluation (e.g., Bednarek, 2006; Hunston, 2011; Martin and White, 2005; Paradis et al., 2012; and Thompson and Alba-Juez, 2014). Therefore, the classification of expressions of ENGAGEMENT as either dialogically expansive or contractive should take into account the contextual patterns in which these expressions are used in discourse. As mentioned above, Martin and White (2005: 103, 106) acknowledge that the dialogic function of ENGAGEMENT expressions may vary in different co-textual environments, registers and genres. However, the contextual conditions that may affect and contribute to determining their meaning are never explicitly identified nor dealt with in their work. For instance, in their analysis of claim in Example 4, the authors describe the predicate as having a distancing effect, representing the proposition that the religious beliefs of Aboriginal women are inherent in their fight against the bridge as still open to question. They add that the lexeme might not have the same function across all contexts of use, but provide no further examples.

(4) His attack came as the Aboriginal women involved in the case demanded a female minister examine the religious beliefs they claim are inherent in their fight against a bridge to the island near Goolwa in South Australia.

(Martin and White, 2005: 102–3)

Fuoli (forthcoming) provides several examples of ambiguous cases, and cautions against a rigid treatment of ENGAGEMENT expressions. He discusses the incongruence that may arise between Martin and White’s (2005) definition of dialogic EXPANSION and the CTP constructions he finds in his data. The author acknowledges the generally expansive function of I believe, but finds it unintuitive to annotate some statements within the scope of the CTP, such as the one exemplified in Example 5, as presenting an opinion that welcomes other alternatives.

(5) We firmly believe deepwater drilling can be done safely and in an environmentally sensitive manner.

(Fuoli, forthcoming)

Fuoli (forthcoming) argues that in Example 5 believe performs a dialogically contractive function, rather than an expansive one. He notes that, in this example, the discursive function of the predicate is similar to expressions such as ‘I contend that’ or ‘it is absolutely clear to me that’—namely, to represent the proposition as highly warrantable and thus to suppress or rule out the expression of alternative viewpoints (Martin and White, 2005: 98). This is primarily due to the interplay between believe and the booster firmly. The dialogically expansive function of believe seems to be affected by the relatively more contractive force of firmly, rendering the utterance as a whole contractive. The upshot of this is that the dialogic function of I believe
and other similar first-person CTPs, such as *I think*, appears to be strongly influenced by their co-occurrence with stance markers of opposite function.

Another core aspect that makes the study of first-person epistemic and evidential CTP constructions and their dialogic effects in discourse so intricately complex is the overall functional flexibility with which these markers are used in communication. This flexibility is a result of pragmatisation. According to the grammaticalisation theory, CTPs such as *think* and *believe* are characterised by considerable semantic reduction and consequent pragmatic enrichment, which has left these markers extremely versatile and diverse in natural language use (e.g., Aijmer, 1997, 2014; Boye and Harder, 2007; Brinton, 1996, 2008; Kaltenböck, 2013; Simon-Vandenbergen, 2000; Thompson and Mulac, 1991; and Van Bogaert, 2009). For example, Simon-Vandenbergen (2000) compares the use of *I think* in casual face-to-face conversations and parliamentary interviews, and finds that, while casual conversations are characterised by tentative uses, *I think* mainly conveys deliberation and authority in political interviews. This is often indicated by the linguistic context of *I think* that often contains expressions of epistemic certainty, maximising devices and emphasisers, as a result of which the predicate does not express doubt but it can be paraphrased as ‘it is my opinion that’ (Simon-Vandenbergen, 2000: 54–6). Since her analysis is based on spoken interaction, Simon-Vandenbergen (2000) also considers prosody to identify the different functions characteristic of *I think* in the two genres. In fact, it is in prosody that the speakers’ choices of how *I think* should be interpreted become apparent (Dehé, forthcoming; Dehé and Wichmann, 2010a, 2010b; and Kaltenböck, 2008, 2009). According to Dehé and Wichmann (2010b) and their prosodic analysis of clause-initial *I think* and *I believe* in spoken discourse, the functions of *I think* range from the expression of the speaker’s true belief and attitude when the accent is placed on the pronoun, as in Example 6, to marking speaker uncertainty with accent on the verb, as in Example 7, and finally to having a discoursal–interactional function when unaccented, as shown in Example 8.\(^2\)

\[(6) \quad \text{I think that Lord Scarman was right when he said that our accountability for the police in this country was muddled and incomplete.}\]

\[(7) \quad I \text{think that the problem of faith very often presents itself as an individual problem.}\]

\[(8) \quad I \text{think that these democratic ideals still have to be achieved in Britain and I hope to show in this programme that this can’t be achieved until Britain becomes a republic.}\]

\(^2\) In these examples, the instrumental prosodic analysis was only carried out in the CTP-clause (Dehé and Wichmann, 2010b: 50–2). Also, note that where intonation patterns are indicated, the British tradition of intonation analysis is used, where / is a rise from a low accented syllable, / a fall from a high accented syllable, / a fall-rise and / a rise-fall (Cruttenden, 1997).
In her analysis of the dialogic function of unaccented *I think*, Kärkkäinen (2003) assigns the first-person CTP a framing function where it simply serves as a starting point for a perspective, rather than as a marker of doubt or uncertainty.

In sum, the observations above indicate that the account of first-person epistemic and evidential CTPs in *APPRAISAL* is not satisfactory, and that context must be taken into account for a more complete and accurate analysis of the expressions. The next two sections present two complementary studies, a qualitative corpus analysis and an experiment, that seek to determine exactly what factors play a significant role in the dialogic functions of CTP constructions. We start with the corpus study.

3. The corpus-based analysis

In this section, we present the data and the procedure for the corpus investigation followed by a description of the results. Section 3.1 introduces the corpus and Section 3.2 introduces the sample from which utterances with CTPs were selected and annotated. The annotation was carried out in two phases. Phase 1, described in Section 3.3, involves the annotation of CTP utterances for linguistic and social factors. Section 3.4 gives an overview of Phase 2, which is concerned with the coding of the same utterances as either dialogically expansive or contractive by two annotators. In Section 3.5, the annotations produced in Phase 1 and Phase 2 are compared, and factors that appear to have an effect on the interpretation of the dialogic force of CTP constructions are identified and accounted for. The corpus study, then, serves as basis for the development of the experiment in Section 4.

3.1 The corpus

The data used in the corpus analysis were retrieved from the London–Lund Corpus (LLC) of spoken British English. The LLC consists of half a million words of spoken data, both dialogues and monologues, produced by educated adult speakers of English (see Greenbaum and Svartvik, 1990, for a description of the corpus). The texts are prosodically annotated, which allows for a systematic analysis of the intonation patterns of first-person CTPs.

3.2 The sample

The sample analysed in this study comes from spontaneous face-to-face conversations. It contains six texts of 5,000 words each. Three texts represent conversations between equals (texts S.1.2, S.1.6 and S.2.13) and the other three conversations between disparates (texts S.3.1, S.3.2 and S.3.3).

The extraction of utterances with CTPs from the sample was carried out in a bottom-up manner – that is to say, the constructions were not searched
for but the texts were read as a whole in order to identify and extract CTPs that:

(a) are epistemic and/or evidential in that they make reference to the speaker’s degree of commitment and/or reliability of the information provided;
(b) have a first-person subject in the singular;
(c) take scope over a finite complement clause; and,
(d) occur before, after or inside a complement clause, or in the form of a pronominal clause (‘I think so’).

Based on the above four selection criteria, 246 examples of utterances with CTPs were identified and extracted from the sample. The CTPs are ASSUME, BE AFRAID, BE CERTAIN, BE CONVINCED, BE SURE, DOUBT, FEEL, GATHER, HOPE, KNOW, REALIZE, REMEMBER, SEE, SUPPOSE, TAKE, TELL, THINK, UNDERSTAND and WONDER. Both base and variant forms of the predicates are included in the study; in addition to, for example, I think, the sample also includes its derivations I don’t think (negation), I’m thinking (progressive), I would think (modal auxiliary), I thought (past tense), and others.

3.3 Annotation of contextual factors

The corpus analysis was carried out in two phases. In Phase 1, the 246 CTP utterances identified based on the selection criteria were manually annotated by Author 1 in accordance with five factors: interlocutor status, prosodic marking of first-person CTP, additional expansive and contractive markers, and type of information expressed in the complement clause. The factors with corresponding values and examples are given in Table 1.

Interlocutor status has two values: equals and disparates. The values of prosodic marking are accent on pronoun, accent on verb/adjective or no accent. The identification of the presence or absence of other markers with expansive or contractive functions in the utterance was based on the category descriptions offered in Martin and White (2005). However, additional features that are typical of informal speech were added to account for some of the peculiarities of spoken communication, such as discourse markers (e.g., well, you know and I mean), tag questions and vagueness markers (e.g., sort of) for expansion, and do-insertion and other strategies of emphasis for contraction. Complement clauses within the scope of CTPs were annotated either as opinions or factual statements.

3 Most discourse markers found in the data were considered to be expansive in that they served to facilitate conversation through mitigation and discourse organisation. In such cases, they were unaccented and incorporated into the same intonation unit with the CTP utterance (let me see well I don’t think there’s enough thought in...). However, sometimes the same discourse markers were used to strengthen the utterance instead, in which case they were considered to promote contraction (well I know it’s a drawback but...).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>Examples from corpus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Status</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Equals</td>
<td></td>
<td>Conversation between colleagues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Disparates</td>
<td></td>
<td>Conversation between student representatives and university administrator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prosody</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Accent on pronoun</td>
<td></td>
<td>Well /I don’t think so</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Accent on verb/adjective</td>
<td></td>
<td>Because I’m quite sure that that that we’re wrong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– No accent</td>
<td></td>
<td>I suppose it is difficult to lecture about sort of fossilized subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expansive marker</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Expansive marker(s)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Which we could perfectly well have had I think a month ago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– No expansive marker(s)</td>
<td></td>
<td>I think that’s a nice gesture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contractive marker</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Contractive marker(s)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Because I think it had been built up into a very powerful instrument indeed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– No contractive marker(s)</td>
<td></td>
<td>That’s not Chaucer I’m afraid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Complement clause</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Opinion</td>
<td></td>
<td>I don’t doubt that this was a good thing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Fact</td>
<td></td>
<td>What he teaches I think is modern languages</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1**: Annotation of five contextual factors.

### 3.4 Annotation of ENGAGEMENT and assessment of reliability

In Phase 2, each CTP utterance was annotated as either dialogically expansive or contractive. The goal was to compare the annotations produced in Phase 1 with those of Phase 2 in order to identify correlations between the dialogic EXPANSION or CONTRACTION of the CTP constructions in their various contexts and the factors in Table 1. The annotation of the CTP utterances as either dialogically expansive or contractive was performed following Fuoli’s (forthcoming) step-wise method for annotating APPRAISAL. In line with this approach, the reliability and replicability of...
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Table 2: Inter-coder agreement test results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Observed agreement (percent)</th>
<th>Cohen’s $k$-coefficient</th>
<th>Assessment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Session 1</td>
<td>72.62</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 2</td>
<td>85.88</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 3</td>
<td>92.86</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>substantial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall agreement</td>
<td>83.79</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>substantial</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the annotation procedure were optimised in the following way. First, the annotation guidelines as well as all the choices made during the annotation process were recorded in a detailed annotation manual, which is reported in full in Appendix A. Second, the CTP utterances were annotated by Author 1 and Author 2 independently, based on the same guidelines, and inter-rater reliability was measured by means of an inter-coder agreement test. The results of the test were then used to progressively refine and optimise the annotation guidelines.

Similar to Fuoli and Hommerberg (2015) and Read and Carroll (2012), the inter-coder agreement test was conducted over three rounds, separated by intermediate sessions in which disagreements between the annotators were thoroughly discussed and resolved. Where agreement could not be reached, Author 3 was consulted and her opinion was used as a basis for the final classification. Each annotation session covered one-third of the entire dataset. The intermediate sessions served to progressively refine the annotation guidelines and address unanticipated annotation problems. All choices made during these sessions were recorded and added to the annotation manual.

To calculate inter-coder agreement, Cohen’s chance-corrected kappa coefficient was used (Cohen, 1960). The results from each annotation round, as well as the overall agreement (i.e., calculated over the complete dataset) are shown in Table 2. The table reports both observed agreement (not corrected for chance agreement) and kappa scores. The scores displayed are those obtained before reconciling the disagreements, which count as reliability data proper (Krippendorff, 2004: 219). After reconciliation, perfect agreement was reached. The overall kappa score obtained indicates a ‘substantial’ level of agreement between the independent annotators, according to Landis and Koch’s (1977: 165) scale. Agreement increased progressively over the annotation sessions, which indicates that the annotation task became clearer and better defined after each session. The results of the analysis discussed in Section 3.5 are based on the fully reconciled dataset.
Table 3: Annotation of dialogic EXPANSION and CONTRACTION of four most frequent CTPs in the sample.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Annotated as expansive</th>
<th>Annotated as contractive</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THINK</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNOW</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPPOSE</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE SURE</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5 Results and analysis

This section presents the results of the corpus study based on the sample of 246 CTP constructions and the five factors given above: interlocutor status, prosodic marking of first-person CTP, additional expansive and contractive markers, and content of complement clause. It discusses the results in the light of APPRAISAL and provides the rationale for the choice of expressions and factors for the experiment.

In the fully reconciled dataset, 172 examples out of 246 were interpreted as dialogically expansive and seventy-four as dialogically contractive. This means that in our sample of spontaneous face-to-face conversations, the proportion of CTP constructions with an expansive function is clearly higher than the proportion of CTP constructions used contractively. Table 3 lists the four most frequent CTPs in the data. The most frequent CTP by far, and one of the most frequent cognition verbs in the English language (Biber et al., 1999: 669), is THINK (147 examples), followed by KNOW (42 examples), SUPPOSE (20 examples) and BE SURE (11 examples). The other CTPs are all relatively infrequent, with nine of them occurring only once. The table also lists the number of times each CTP construction was annotated as either dialogically expansive or contractive. The numbers show that all of them are used for both expanding and contracting purposes. Contrary to what is suggested in the APPRAISAL framework, this points to the fact that CTP constructions are dynamic and sensitive to contextual forces.

Due to the fact that research in APPRAISAL has focused on written genres, little or no work has been done on such informal but common constructions as *I think*. In Martin and White (2005), *I think* belongs to the group of mental verb/attribute projections, alongside *I suspect that*, *I believe* and *I doubt*, all of which form part of the EXPANSION category of ENGAGEMENT. However, as shown in Table 3, out of the 147 examples of *I think* COMPLEMENTS in the data, twenty-six were interpreted as having a contractive rather than an expansive effect. The expansive use of the CTP construction is illustrated in Example 9, taken from a conversation between two academics, A and B, in text S.1.2.
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(9) B: *I think* in Austria
A: [m] . [m] . [m]
B: you have to find a good m\/an and build on h\im . rather than .
   pick a place on the m\ap

In contrast, consider Example 10 where *I think* is used by the same speaker, B, and with the same contextual features (expression of opinion within the scope of an unaccented *I think*) as in Example 9 but where the complement clause contains a contractive marker. The clause, ‘but once again I’m not surprised’, frames the CTP construction, where *I think* precedes the complement clause ‘it had been built up into a very powerful instrument’, which in turn is followed by the contractive adverb *indeed*. The adverb is treated as a formulation in APPRAISAL that involves authorial emphasis and interpolation and that is believed to be ‘directed against some assumed or directly referenced counter position’ (Martin and White, 2005: 129). Here, the counter position is a policy established in the department that speaker B regards as too powerful and that he challenges with a high personal investment.

(10) B: but once again I’m not surprised . because *I think* it had been
   b/uilt \up into a very powerful instrument ind\eed . [\o:m] with
   with you know four . four vice-presbyters five vice-presbyters with
   Coventry

A consideration of the collocational patterns of other predicates suggests that the only first-person CTP that systematically co-occurs with contractive adverbs is *I think*. The frequency with which *I think* combines with markers of certainty in spoken communication has also been observed in Aijmer (2014) and Simon-Vandenbergen (2000), who explain it in terms of the pragmatic strengthening of *I think*, as a result of which the construction is often used to express authority rather than tentativeness. More examples of *I think* combined with markers of CONTRACTION are given in Examples 11 and 12.

(11) B: I think you’re much more likely to go to your . your academic
tutor
   […]
   C: *I think* \actually that depends . on your relationship with your .
   \own tutor

(12) A: no I mean I I think there’s a limit though because *I think* that
   s\ome people . d\o want comp\anionship and and and << syll >> .
   and and although the union can offer this . what it can’t offer [ii]
   necessarily is . [\o] to be able to talk to – [\o] people in your own
   age and your own year about your work

\footnote{4 In all examples, patterns of nuclear tones are only indicated in the CTP utterance.}
Both Examples 11 and 12 are extracted from text S.3.3. The dialogue takes place at a formal meeting between student representatives (B and C) and a university administrator (A). In the conversation preceding Example 11, the administrator questions the student representatives about their contacts with their tutors, both academic and departmental. Following B’s response, C insists upon a different point of view, that students’ contacts with their tutors depend on the relationship between the two, by classifying the complement clause with the adverb actually. In Example 12, the topic of discussion has switched to the unpopularity of departmental events among students. The student representatives note that students prefer to spend their free time outside the university, to which A provides a counterargument where the complement clause following I think, ‘some people do want companionship’, contains an accented do that considerably strengthens the speaker’s argument and the dialogic force of the I think complement. Similar to the prosodic marking of I think in Examples 9 and 10, the first-person CTPs in Examples 11 and 12 are also unaccented, making them less likely to express speaker uncertainty and invite the expression of counterarguments, and more likely to act as neutral frames for opinions. The predicates are, then, considered to be highly sensitive to functional variation brought about by contextual cues, including the presence of contractive markers.

Examples 11 and 12 also raise questions about power relations between conversational participants. The division of spontaneous face-to-face conversations into equals and disparates in LLC allows for a systematic analysis of the socio-communicative context in which the conversations occur. The relationship between the student representatives and the administrator in Examples 11 and 12 is asymmetric. Both parties use I think contractively to defend the value positions for which they stand. Another example of a conversation between disparates is provided in Example 13. It is taken from text S.3.1 where an academic, B, addresses a prospective undergraduate student, A. The latter replies to B’s question about her impressions of the book Lord of the Flies by using the unaccented I’m sure, which expresses certainty, followed by the accented does, to underline and emphasise her view of the novel. I’m sure belongs to the category of expansion in appraisal, similar to I’m convinced that (Martin and White, 2005: 105), but as a result of the interplay of the factors above, the dialogic force of the I’m sure complement in Example 13 is one of contraction instead.

(13) B: that’s really what I’m trying to get at – is it – a freak or does
A: (– sighs) oh dear
B: it have its roots in English literature –
A: I’m sure it does have its roots in English literature

Examples 9 to 13 all illustrate cases where an expansive first-person CTP in appraisal, such as I think or I’m sure, crosses category boundaries by co-occurring with markers of contraction, but opposite cases can
also be detected in the data. Compare Examples 14 and 15, taken from conversations between colleagues in texts S.1.2a and S.2.13, respectively. Both make use of *I know*, but only the former was considered to have a contractive effect by the annotators.

(14) B: and *I know*. certainly – one thing he wrote was concerned with that – but [ɔ]— no I don’t [ɔ]. wish
A: [m] no
B: him ill at all

(15) A: I mean I just can’t remember I was trying to << 6 to 8 sylls >>
B: *I know* you said there were five ours

The different functions of Examples 14 and 15 are influenced by the presence or absence of a co-occurring contractive expression and the prosodic marking of *I know*. In Example 14, *I know* is followed by the assertive adverb *certainly* and is realised with a falling accent on the verb *know* in addition to which it forms its own tone unit. In Example 15, the complement clause within the scope of *I know*, ‘you said there were five courses’, does not contain any explicit expressions of CONTRACTION that would affect the interpretation of the CTP. Also, *know* is unaccented and the utterance ends with a fall-rise accent on *courses*. Although in both examples *I know* takes scope over factual statements, this does not seem to play an important role in balancing out their dialogic effects. As a result, the two examples are analysed differently, with the former being annotated as contractive and the latter as expansive.

In addition to being unaccented, two other intonation patterns of first-person CTPs become apparent in the analysis. These are prosodic prominence on the pronoun and on the verb. While CTP constructions containing the unaccented *I think* were mostly interpreted as being relatively contractive in our analysis, largely due to its co-occurrence with contractive expressions, the two other intonation patterns often triggered an expansive reading. Consider Example 16 with prosodic prominence on the pronoun.

(16) B: well Mallet is is [ɔ] is hopping mad about all this because Mallet sees a hundred and fifty thousand pounds for a building and various other things going down the drain – what I [f] what *I think* he doesn’t realize is that. it’s very largely because he’s been building. [ɔ: m?] this kind of peripheral thing in /Appleby that it has gone down

Here, Speaker B from text S.1.2 realises the pronoun *I* in *I think* with an accent, which implies that the opinion is provided as a contrast to some dialogically prior stance (Dehé and Wichmann, 2010b: 62). Speaker B expresses his opinion as one possible viewpoint and at the same time acknowledges the existence of others, including that of his interlocutor. Prosodic prominence on the pronoun has been annotated as moderately expansive in the analysis.
Prosodic prominence can also occur on the verb, as already illustrated in Example 14. In Dehé and Wichmann’s (2010b: 62–3) analysis of *I think* and *I believe*, an accentuated verb suggests that the CTPs are used to express a high degree of speaker uncertainty and doubt. In this analysis, uncertainty shows that the speaker has reservations about the validity of the opinion he or she is advancing, and other conversational participants are encouraged to confirm, refute or complement it. Consider Example 17.

(17)  B: I mean about the – b\est lecture theatre
    ?: [m m]
    B: in the b\uilding is the B\otany Theatre *I suppose*

In addition to being clause-final, *I suppose* in Example 17 also signals uncertainty and potential turn exchange by attracting rising accent on the verb *suppose*. In the analysis, such cases have unanimously been annotated as very expansive.

The observations made above have mostly focussed on *I think*, the most frequent CTP in the data. Due to its frequency of use, the construction is more prone to displaying diverse contextual patterns compared to other predicates. For these reasons, the CTP to be tested in the experiment in Section 4 will be *I think*, leaving the investigation of other predicates for the future. *I think* is considered to be expansive by Martin and White (2005), but the corpus-based analysis presented here has shown that there are two linguistic factors and one extra-linguistic factor that most strongly correlate with the dialogic function of the construction in spoken discourse. They are interlocutor status, the presence of a contractive marker and prosodic marking of the first-person CTP. The effect and significance of these factors will be investigated in the following sections.

4. The experiment

The qualitative exploratory corpus analysis in the previous sections formed the basis for the development of a laboratory experiment, the design and results of which are presented in the following sections. First, the hypotheses that arose from the corpus study are given in Section 4.1, followed by the experimental design in Section 4.2. Sections 4.3 and 4.4 describe the task and stimuli used in the experiment, and Section 4.5 introduces the participants. Finally, quantitative analyses, both descriptive and confirmatory, are presented in Section 4.6.

---

5 Note, however, that while accent on the verb has a cumulative effect of lack of commitment for CTPs of uncertainty, the same does not apply to CTPs of certainty. Instead, if an assertive CTP is emphasised by a falling tone, the predicate becomes even more assertive than its unaccented counterpart.
4.1 Hypotheses

Based on the findings in the qualitative corpus analysis presented above, the following hypotheses were developed.

- Hypothesis 1. Utterances containing *I think* produced by speakers of equal status will be perceived as more expansive than utterances produced by speakers of higher status.
- Hypothesis 2. Utterances containing *I think* only will be perceived as more expansive than utterances containing *I think* and an additional contractive marker.
- Hypothesis 3. Utterances in which *I think* receives an accent on the verb will be perceived as more expansive than utterances in which the accent is on the pronoun, which in turn will be perceived as more expansive than utterances with no accent on *I think*.

4.2 Experimental design

To test the hypotheses above, an experiment was developed in which participants were asked to rate the dialogic expansion of a number of utterances containing *I think* (detailed below). The utterances were manipulated according to three factors.

1. Interlocutor status
   equal (i.e., attributed to an equal-status interlocutor) versus
disparates (i.e., attributed to a higher-status interlocutor).

2. Contraction
   presence versus absence of a co-occurring contractive marker.

3. Prosodic marking of *I think*:
   accent on the pronoun versus accent on the verb versus no accent.

Accordingly, the experiment implemented a $2 \times 2 \times 3$ within-subjects factorial design. Table 4 provides an overview of the design. Each condition is illustrated by means of a simple fabricated example.6

4.3 Procedure

The experiment was set up in PsychoPy.7 The participants were seated in front of a 13-inch laptop and given a set of headphones. They were asked to take part in thirty-six imaginary conversations with another person in

---

6 The complete set of stimuli is included in Appendix B.
Table 4: Experimental design for interlocutor status, presence of a contractive marker and prosodic marking of *I think*.

which the person expressed her opinion about something. Each conversation (Example 19) was preceded by a short description of the context in which it occurred (Example 18). The participants listened to the conversations from the headphones and simultaneously read them on the screen. The opinion, or target utterance, was enclosed within asterisks and shown to the participants twice, both in written and spoken form.

(18) You are looking for a job. Mrs. Smith is offering you a position as a secretary in her company, which in her opinion is a much better choice than becoming a schoolteacher.

(19) MRS. SMITH SAYS TO YOU:
Being a secretary certainly gives you more flexibility than having a teaching job. Also, the salary will be higher. **I think it’s getting more and more difficult to live on a teacher’s salary**.

Two questions then followed each conversation.

1. To what extent would the person take a different opinion from you into consideration?
2. How comfortable are you in expressing a different opinion?
The questions are intended to capture the inter-subjective nature of engagement by addressing two facets of this construct that we envisaged to be important in spoken interaction. In the first question, the participants were asked to imagine the extent to which the interlocutor takes into consideration a possible alternative viewpoint in addition to the one she is advancing. This question allows us to measure what we refer to as the ‘perceived openness to dialogue’. In the second question, the participants were asked to rate their own level of comfort in providing an alternative viewpoint, an aspect of engagement that we refer to as ‘willingness to disagree’. In both cases, the participants marked their answer on a 7-point scale, with 1 corresponding to ‘not at all’ and 7 to ‘completely’. Together, the ratings obtained from these questions represent the degree of perceived dialogic openness expressed by the target utterance. After each experiment, short interviews were carried out with the participants.

4.4 Stimuli

The stimuli for the experiment were thirty-six conversations that contained a target utterance with the first-person singular declarative simple present form *I think*, followed by a zero-complementiser and a complement clause. The content of the complement clause was always an opinion, rather than a factual statement. Most of the conversations and their contexts were taken from the naturally attested examples analysed in the corpus study; however, they were considerably simplified. In order to retain the naturalness of the conversations and to allow for the inclusion of a prosodic factor, the conversations were read by a female native speaker of British English, and recorded in an anechoic chamber at the Lund University Humanities Laboratory.

As mentioned above, the utterances were manipulated for three factors: interlocutor status, the presence of a co-occurring contractive marker and prosodic marking of the first-person CTP. Interlocutor status was manipulated by changing the name of the imaginary conversational partner. In Example 20, she is referred to as Clare, indicating that the relationship between the speakers is equal. If the relationship is asymmetric, surnames and titles were used, as shown in Examples 18 and 19.

(20) **CLARE SAYS TO YOU:**
This is a problem in schools. By the age of sixteen those who are going to become academics should have done their general reading. **I think the schools are indeed wrong in trying to tackle those types of courses after the age of sixteen.**

The second factor was manipulated by adding or omitting a contractive marker in the complement clause following the CTP. In Example 20, the contractive marker is *indeed*. Other markers include adverbs of
assertion, such as clearly, obviously, certainly, of course, always and definitely, and adverbs of negation, like nothing, never and any (see Appendix B for a complete list). The co-occurring contractive markers were always accented. 

Prosody was manipulated in the CTP clause. Example 20 presents a target utterance where accent is placed on the pronoun I; Example 19 gives an utterance where accent is placed on the verb think; and Example 21 illustrates an utterance with no accent on I think. The female speaker whose voice was recorded was instructed always to pronounce the target items, including the contractive markers, with a falling tone. In certain cases, multiple takes were needed to achieve the desired result.

(21) PROFESSOR ADAMS SAYS TO YOU:
They’ve actually been talking about unemployment for teachers within the next two or three years. But at the end of the day governments take care of schoolteachers, ** but I think they obviously don’t care about university lecturers **.

4.5 Participants

The experiment was carried out at the Centre for Languages and Literature at Lund University in September 2015. Thirty-one participants (twenty-three female and eight male), all native speakers of English, were recruited through advertisements in social media and on university noticeboards. The participants were recruited regardless of their regional dialects. They were between nineteen and forty-two years of age, and all of them were either staff or students at Lund University. Participation was compensated with a cinema ticket.

4.6 Results

In the following sections, both descriptive and confirmatory statistical analyses of the experiment are provided.

4.6.1 Descriptive statistics

Table 5 reports means and standard deviations by condition for the perceived openness to dialogue scale (POD). Table 6 presents the same information for the willingness to disagree scale (WTD). As the tables show, standard deviations are approximately of the same magnitude across all experimental conditions. The results are also graphically represented in Figure 1. The top panels show the mean values of POD across the experimental conditions. The bottom panels represent the mean values of WTD.
Table 5: Mean ratings and standard deviations for POD scale.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Without contractive marker</th>
<th>With contractive marker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>S.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No accent</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accent on pronoun</td>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accent on verb</td>
<td>4.32</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Mean ratings and standard deviations for WTD scale.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Without contractive marker</th>
<th>With contractive marker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>S.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No accent</td>
<td>5.26</td>
<td>1.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accent on pronoun</td>
<td>5.51</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accent on verb</td>
<td>5.48</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As the plots show, on average, WTD scores were higher than POD scores across all the conditions. This means that participants’ willingness to disagree with their interlocutors was generally higher than their interlocutors’ apparent openness to dialogue. The plots also indicate that both POD and WTD tended to be higher for conversations between equals (solid red lines)
compared to conversations between disparates (dashed black lines). This difference, however, is not consistent across conditions. As far as POD is concerned, when no contractive marker was included in the target utterance (top-left panel) and the accent fell on the verb, the divergence between equals and disparates was larger than in the other accent placement conditions. A similar and even stronger pattern can be observed for trials where a contractive marker was included (top-right panel), but no word in the first-person CTP received an accent. In the case of WTD, the difference between equals and disparates is, overall, bigger. However, while the disparity appears to be rather constant in the case where no contractive marker was present (bottom-left panel), it is more uneven where a contractive marker was included in the target utterance (bottom-right panel), reflecting the pattern observed for the POD scale. Furthermore, the graphs show that, for conversations between disparates, POD was lower when a contractive marker was included in the target utterance compared to when it was not.

Figure 1: Interaction plots for POD scale (top panels) and WTD scale (bottom panels).
This pattern, however, does not apply to conversations between equals. With regard to WTD, there appears to be no substantial difference between utterances with and without a contractive marker. Finally, in conversations between disparates, POD was lowest when there was no accent on *I think*, slightly higher when the accent was on the pronoun, and highest when the accent fell on the verb. A similar pattern can be observed for conversations between equals when no contractive marker was added, but a different picture seems to emerge when a contractive marker was included in the utterance. Unexpectedly, in this condition, utterances with no accent on *I think* yielded the highest average POD score. The results for the WTD scale show similar trends. However, when no additional contractive marker was present, utterances with accent on the pronoun yielded the highest scores.

### 4.6.2 Repeated-measures ANOVA analyses

To assess the effects and interactions of the three within-subjects predictors considered on perceived dialogic openness and test the hypotheses presented above, repeated-measures ANOVA was used, followed by Bonferroni corrected post-hoc tests. Two three-way repeated-measures ANOVA analyses were performed, one for each of the two scales used to measure the dependent variable. All effects are reported as significant at $p < 0.05$.

In the first analysis, the effects of the independent variables on POD were tested. Mauchly’s test indicated that the assumption of sphericity was met, so no correction was applied. The analysis showed significant main effects of interlocutor status, $F(1, 30) = 40.72, p < 0.001$, presence of a contractive marker, $F(1, 30) = 10.24, p = 0.003$, and prosodic marking of *I think*, $F(2, 60) = 14.00, p < 0.001$. Furthermore, there was also a significant three-way interaction between the three predictors, $F(2, 60) = 5.10, p = 0.009$.

Looking more closely at the effect of interlocutor status, post-hoc $t$-tests with Bonferroni correction revealed that when no contractive marker was included and the accent was on the verb, POD was significantly higher for conversations between equals compared to conversations between disparates, $t(30) = 3.00, p = 0.033$. Also, POD was significantly higher for equals compared to disparates when a contractive marker was present, and the first-person CTP was not accented, $t(30) = 6.26, p < 0.001$. The difference between equals and disparates was not statistically significant in the other conditions. These results support Hypothesis 1. They show that utterances produced by equal-status speakers are perceived as more expansive than utterances produced by higher-status speakers. However, this effect is qualified by the interaction between the three variables.

With respect to the effect of the presence of a contractive marker, post-hoc comparisons revealed that, in conversations between equals, utterances with a contractive marker were perceived as significantly more
contractive than utterances where no contractive marker was included only when the pronoun was accented, \( t(30) = -3.46, p = 0.010 \). The difference between the other scores was not significant. These results provide partial support for Hypothesis 2. Similar to interlocutor status, the effect produced by the presence of a contractive marker was influenced by the other factors.

With regard to prosodic marking, post-hoc pairwise comparisons showed that, when no contractive marker was present, utterances with an accent on the verb in conversations between equals yielded significantly higher POD scores compared to both utterances without an accent on \textit{I think}, \( t(30) = 3.86, p = 0.007 \), and utterances with accent on the pronoun, \( t(30) = 3.15, p = 0.044 \). However, no significant difference was found neither between utterances with unaccented \textit{I think} and utterances with accent on the pronoun, nor between the different accent placement conditions in conversations between disparates. Where a contractive marker was included, utterances with unaccented \textit{I think} were rated as significantly more expansive than utterances with accent on the pronoun in conversations between equals, \( t(30) = 7.00, p < 0.001 \). Also, utterances with accent on the verb yielded significantly higher POD scores than utterances with accent on the pronoun, \( t(30) = 4.94, p < 0.001 \). In the case of conversations between disparates, a significant difference was found between utterances with no accent on \textit{I think} and utterances with accent on the verb \( t(30) = 3.15, p = 0.044 \). These results provide partial support for Hypothesis 3, showing that, at least in the case of conversations between equals, utterances with accent on the verb are perceived as significantly more expansive than when the accent is on the pronoun. However, interlocutor status seems to override the effect of prosodic marking. In conversations between disparates, prosodic marking plays only a limited role. In conversations between equals and when a contractive marker is added, the highest average POD is obtained from utterances with no accent on \textit{I think} and not from utterances with accent on the verb, as was hypothesised.

In the second ANOVA analysis, the effects of the independent variables on WTD were tested. Mauchly’s test indicated that the assumption of sphericity had been violated for the three-way interaction between the independent variables, \( W = 0.72, p = 0.008 \). Therefore, degrees of freedom were corrected using Greenhouse–Geisser estimates of sphericity. The analysis showed significant main effects of interlocutor status, \( F(1, 30) = 36.64, p < 0.001 \). In addition, a significant two-way interaction between interlocutor status and prosodic marking, \( F(2, 60) = 4.09, p = 0.022 \), and a significant two-way interaction between accent placement and presence of a contractive marker, \( F(2, 60) = 6.68, p = 0.002 \), were found.

Post-hoc \( t \)-tests with Bonferroni correction revealed that WTD was significantly higher for conversations between equals compared to conversations between disparates across all conditions, except in the case of utterances containing a contractive marker and with accent on the pronoun. If the utterance did not contain a contractive marker, WTD was significantly higher for equals than disparates when \textit{I think} had no accent, \( t(30) = 2.84, \)
$p = 0.048$, when the accent was on the pronoun, $t(30) = 3.03$, $p = 0.030$, and when the accent fell on the verb, $t(30) = 3.12$, $p = 0.024$. If the utterance included a contractive marker, WTD was significantly higher for equals than disparates when I think had no accent, $t(30) = 6.50$, $p < 0.001$, and when the accent was on the verb, $t(30) = 3.74$, $p = 0.005$. These results provide strong support for Hypothesis 1.

Concerning the effect of the presence of a contractive marker, post-hoc comparisons revealed that, in conversations between equals, utterances with a contractive marker did not yield significantly lower WTD scores. These results do not support Hypothesis 2.

Focusing on prosodic marking, post-hoc pairwise comparisons showed that, when a contractive marker was included in conversations between equals, utterances with unaccented I think yielded a significantly higher WTD than utterances with accent on the pronoun, $t(30) = 3.52$, $p = 0.017$. All the other observed differences were, according to the post-hoc tests, not significant. These results provide only partial support for Hypothesis 3, highlighting a similar pattern to that observed above in the case of utterances between equals including a contractive marker.

5. Discussion

This study was concerned with the meanings and functions of CTP constructions with respect to their use in dialogue as either inviting or disinviting viewpoints from other interlocutors. We used two observational techniques to address those questions. This section looks more closely at the results from the point of view of the predictions made in Section 4.1.

In Hypothesis 1, we predicted a direct relationship between the perceived dialogic function of the CTP constructions in their various contexts and the relationship between the speaker and the addressee. The results of both the corpus analysis and the experiment provide convergent support for this hypothesis. Interlocutor status played an important role in the corpus annotation decisions. In the experiment, utterances for which the participants evaluated the stance of a friend or a colleague were judged as being more expansive than those attributed to a higher-status interlocutor, such as a Professor or a CEO of a company, even though significant differences were not obtained for all the conditions. The statistical analysis showed that, among the factors considered, interlocutor status had the strongest and most consistent effect on the participants’ ratings. This was further confirmed by post-experiment interviews carried out with the participants in which interlocutor status was unanimously identified as the principal determinant of the ratings. This means that speakers are conscious of the notion of power and of the asymmetry inherent in human communication, and their interpretation of the interlocutor’s openness to dialogue is mediated by the perceived mutual roles and relationship with others. Du Bois (2007) contends
that stancetaking is a social act, as much as it is a linguistic one, and participants in dialogic interaction are constantly engaged in the alignment or divergence of stances to negotiate the inter-subjective relationship between them. These findings support this view and demonstrate that a study of stance that limits itself to the investigation of isolated elements of language only ignores the basis for natural language use – namely the situational context in which language is used.

As the results of the experiment suggest, the interaction between all three factors considered should be taken into account for a better understanding of how dialogic ENGAGEMENT is realised in discourse. In this sense, the most striking finding was that utterances with an unaccented *I think* followed by a contractive marker were perceived as the most expansive utterance type in conversations among peers. What is more, when higher-status interlocutors used the same type of utterance, participants rated them as significantly more contractive than when they were used by equal-status interlocutors. This result seems to suggest that the pattern has developed two separate meaning construals that are activated depending on the communicative context. The systematic co-occurrence of *I think* with adverbs of certainty has been explained in terms of the reinforcement of the authority and expertise of the speaker (Aijmer, 2014; and Simon-Vandenbergen, 2000), but also as a strategy for the speaker to undermine a strong epistemic claim (Brezina, 2009). The results observed here suggest that the different readings are to a large extent dependent on the relationship between the conversational participants. In case of a higher-status interlocutor, the combination of *I think* and a marker of certainty enforces the asymmetric relationship between the speakers, whereas the same pattern in a conversation between equals facilitates the negotiation of knowledge. The latter idea is supported by Brezina (2009), who proposes that when speakers feel obliged to justify their statements with markers of certainty, such as *must, certain, sure or certainly*, their main communicative goal is not to express certainty but to seek approval from the interlocutor(s) and negotiate the validity of what is said. Also, some of the adverbs used as additional contractive markers in the experiment, such as *obviously*, are more frequently used for intensification and affect than as truth-attesting markers of modal certainty (Aijmer, 2008). In fact, the relatively weak effect of *obviously* was also pointed out by some of the British participants in the post-experiment interviews. The results, therefore, provide only partial support for Hypothesis 2 and Hypothesis 3.

Hypothesis 3 also made predictions with regards to the accented *I think*, and it is supported for both prosodic patterns, when the accent is on the verb and on the pronoun. The results suggest that when a high degree of epistemic uncertainty and doubt is expressed with accent on the verb, the *I think COMPLEMENT* is considered to perform a higher-order communicative function that invites the addressee’s validation of what is said. In contrast, when the speaker frames an utterance with *I think* with accent on the pronoun, it is interpreted as relatively more contractive. Kaltenböck (2008) notes that such examples change the pragmatic function of *I think*
from a downtoner to a booster where one viewpoint is contrasted to another. However, acknowledging the existence of possible alternative viewpoints does not necessarily mean that they are also going to be accepted and taken into consideration. Thus, the construction is comparable to formulations of PRONOUNCEMENT, or authorial emphasis, in APPRAISAL, where speakers acknowledge the heteroglossic diversity of the communicative situation but at the same time reduce the dialogic space for the alternative in the subsequent conversation (Martin and White, 2005: 128). Thus, speakers’ intentions of how their message should be interpreted by the addressee(s) seem to be grounded in the prosodic marking of the utterance, and they alter the prosodic realisations of stance constructions in order to control and influence the course of the conversation. This clearly points to the need to extend the application of APPRAISAL theory to spoken discourse.

While the confirmatory statistical analysis for perceived openness to dialogue showed significant main effects for all three predictors, the only significant main effect for willingness to disagree was interlocutor status. Thus, the degree to which speakers are willing to disagree with their interlocutors is affected less by how the opinion is construed and more by the relation between the conversational participants. This shows that considerations of authority and power are essential to our understanding of stancetaking and how the state of mind of interlocutors might be affected by them, which once again indicates that research on stance should not be restricted to language only. In addition, the ratings for willingness to disagree were higher than those for perceived openness to dialogue. This suggests that the two scales capture two fundamentally distinct aspects of ENGAGEMENT in spoken interaction. In the post-experiment interviews, it was clear that the participants’ answers to the second question were strongly affected by their outgoing personalities and readiness to challenge the ideas of their conversational participants, and less by how the message was presented to them. Thus, speakers are more willing to express their own opinion than what they perceive the interlocutor is willing to accept. The resulting dialogic tension is a consequence of the dynamic and complex interplay of stance and the socio-cultural context in which it is expressed.

6. Conclusion

The primary goal of this study was to examine the dialogic functions of first-person epistemic and evidential CTP constructions in spoken discourse and to investigate the role of linguistic and extra-linguistic factors in the interpretation of the dialogic force of these stance expressions. We used a combination of corpus and experimental tools to (i) identify correlations between linguistic and extra-linguistic factors and the dialogic function of CTP constructions in conversation, and to (ii) test the effects of three factors, interlocutor status, presence of a contractive marker and prosodic marking of the first-person CTP, in a judgment experiment.
The contributions of this study are both theoretical and methodological in nature. First, it shows that, for an accurate description of the dialogic function of ENGAGEMENT expressions in conversation, it is necessary to take the dynamic and social nature of stance into account as well as the socio-cognitive dynamic nature of meanings and functions in language use (Du Bois, 2007; and Paradis, 2015). The results of our investigation indicate that the functions of ENGAGEMENT expressions heavily rely on the interaction between linguistic and extra-linguistic factors, and first-person epistemic and evidential CTP constructions express both dialogic EXPANSION and CONTRACTION. We have adopted a dynamic usage-based approach to meaning and function in language, and demonstrated that the dialogic force of CTP constructions—or any other expressions of evaluation for that matter—can only be explored with respect to the interactional situation in which they occur. The discursive use of the constructions, then, depends on the meaning of the CTP itself, the relationship between the interlocutors, the presence or absence of other stance markers in the utterance, and the prosodic marking of the first-person CTP. While the effect of only three factors was tested in the study, other contextual factors are likely to contribute to our interpretation of the dialogic function of the stance expressions in language. One such factor is the type of information expressed in the complement clause and whether the information is an opinion or a fact. Also, the many variant forms of CTPs witnessed in the data, such as the past tense form I thought or the negative I don’t know, may play a role in how the predicates are interpreted in dialogue. Second, contrary to most of the work done in APPRAISAL, this study has made use of spoken dialogic data. This has facilitated the investigation of features that are not available in written texts such as prosody. Finally, the study has made an effort to ensure a methodologically robust and replicable analysis of CTP constructions in the ENGAGEMENT system by following the annotation guidelines established in Fuoli (forthcoming) and combining both corpus and experimental methods. To the best of our knowledge, experimental methods have not been used to study APPRAISAL before, and we believe that drawing evidence from different linguistic activities considerably improves our understanding of evaluation in discourse. With this study, we hope to have shed some new light on how meanings and functions are negotiated in discourse, in particular in spoken dialogic data. We also hope that, through this work, we will encourage more research devoted to empirically testing, developing and refining the APPRAISAL framework.
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Appendix A

The annotation manual can be found in the form of an appendix as supplementary material to the web-based version of this paper.

Appendix B

The complete set of experimental trials can be found in the form of an appendix as supplementary material to the web-based version of this paper.
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